INTRODUCTION

The period from A.D. 600 to 1200 witnessed further ramifications of the caste system and proliferation of untouchable castes in Northern India. One may easily notice the increase in the number of untouchable castes during this period. The spirit of exclusiveness and the notions of purity, pollution and segregation were reflected not only in the creation of new untouchable groups, but also in the restrictions imposed on the degraded and despised lot, on their free movement, partaking of meals, intermarriage and intermingling with the privileged and ritually superior castes. The social and ritual distance between a ‘touchable’ and an ‘untouchable’ and also between one untouchable caste and another was prescribed, codified and carried to the extremes by the later Smritis writers and the commentators. The period A.D. 600-1200 witnessed the systematization of the rules regarding untouchability and the intensification of the process that bred much spite between one social group and another leading to segregation of untouchables.

This segregation was a natural corollary to the disabilities and taboos which were designed to be associated with the “untouchables”. What were these disabilities and taboos and how different were these from those prescribed by the languages in the earlier period? Is there any dichotomy between the rules contained in the dharmashastras and the observance of these rules in actual life? These are some of the questions, which are investigated in this paper.

UNTACTHABILITY: TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT

Untouchability was deemed as arising in various ways; by birth, by the pursuit of improper or impure occupations, by being guilty of certain acts which were prohibited and were regarded as sinful, by adherence to heretical religious sects and by certain physical impurities. However, the distinction between an untouchable person whose impurity passes from one generation to another, and another person who is considered impure only for a short period or who has the option of getting rid of his impurity and polluting influence by performing penance and undergoing purificatory rights, is clear in the writings of various law givers from our period. To have a clearer understanding of the purity-pollution complex, we shall examine various categories of untouchables with special reference to the restrictions imposed on associating with them and the nature of disabilities associated with them.

UNTACTHABILITY ARISING OUT OF PERFORMING SINFUL ACTS

Manu says that those who are guilty of killing a brahman should drink a brahmana’s gold cup of intoxicating drinks should be excommunicated and no one should dine with them or teach them or officiate as priests for them, nor should one enter into matrimonial relationships with them and they should wander over the world excluded from all Vedic dharmas. However, Manu also prescribes certain penances for them whose performance would restore their original caste status and make them touchable once again.

The Vṛddha Gātama Sṛṇti says that if a person has his food without offering prayers then his status is reduced to that of a candalva for ten years. But, here in this case also, the law giver has prescribed ways of getting rid of this temporary status of a candalva (sic). The distinctive examples of temporary untouchability arising out of association with those who are considered to be permanently impure can be seen in the injunctions laid by various law-givers on touching an untouchable, accepting food and water from him or entering into sexual relationship with him. It is interesting to note that while penances and purificatory rights are prescribed for all such persons from a touchable caste who become an untouchable after doing any of the above mentioned things, no such prescriptions are made for those untouchable groups who are condemned to that position by birth. Angira says that after touching a rajaka, cārmakara, nāta, dhīvra and buruda, a dvija can regain his touchability and purity simply by sipping water with his right hand. He also says that a dvija who eats part of the food already eaten by a candala has to do paraka vrata (fasting for twelve days continuously) for his purification whereas the krgha vrata (a day’s fasting) is prescribed for a sudras who eats the left over from a candala’s meal. According to Angira, even if a person touches an aipala, a mahāst or vrasalpita by mistake, out of sheer ignorance, he becomes impure and he regains his purity only after bathing with his clothes on.

Apatamba says that if an antya stays in a dvija’s house without the dvija having any knowledge about the ‘antya’ status of the guest, then the dvija becomes impure after knowing that the person staying with him was an antya. In these circumstances, the dvija regains his touchable status after performing the candrayana or the Parakavrita. In similar circumstances, if the household is a sudras, then he also becomes untouchable until he performs the Prajapatyā vrata. Apatamba also prescribes differential penances for the members of the four varnas who drink water given by a candala. Similarly, on being touched by a candala, the dvijas and the sudras alike become impure and they can regain their purity after performing certain purificatory rights prescribed by Apatamba wherein the longest period of penance is prescribed for the brahnamas and none for the sudras except giving dana to the brahnamas. According to Devala, if a brahmana, kṣatriya, vaisya or sudra women is taken away by an antya, and she does not suffer maltreatment or accept food that is not edible then she becomes pure once again after three nights.
otherwise she has to perform Paraka vrata to regain her pure status. According to Vrhadyanamrithi, a diva has sexual intercourse with a candala woman then he has to perform agharmana vrata and survive on milk for a fortnight to become pure. Yama also says that on coming into contact with a sahi, kusuka, rajaki, venugani and carnoppojiva, one becomes pure only after performing candrayana vrata. The Yamanmriti says that if a brahmana, out of ignorance, eats the food given by a candala, then he becomes pure only after having cow’s urine and a dish made of barley for fifteen days. Yama goes on to prescribe various kinds of penances and purificatory rights for those who become untouchable as a result of coming in contact with someone who is regarded as a source of pollution.

UNTACTHABILITY ARISING OUT OF FOLLOWING CERTAIN OCCUPATIONS

It is clear from the references to untouchability in the texts preceding c. A.D. 600 that while certain occupations were regarded as filthy and low, we do not come across any reference to suggest that those who followed these occupations were en-masse regarded as untouchables with their touchability passing from one generation to another. Moreover many of the occupational groups which followed the ‘low and disapproved’ occupations were not condemned to the rank of untouchables in the period before A.D. 600. However in the period of our study, we not only get references to the impure occupations, but also find injunctions and prohibitions being prescribed for the followers of these occupations, many of whom are now condemned as untouchable castes.

Sanvarta quoted by Aparaksa says ‘On touching a fisherman, a deer-hunter, a hunter, a butcher, a bird-catcher and a washerman one must first bathe and then take one’s meal. Aparaksa also prohibits food given by a thief, an acrobat, bard, musician, usurer, physician, goldsmith, blacksmith, weaver, dyer, hunter, washerman, wine-seller, oilseed-presser and charioteer, astrologer, bell-maker, smuggler, painter, leather-worker and wine-maker’. Angira says that on touching a rajaka, a caramkara, a nata (an acrobat), dhvara and a buruda, a diva becomes pure after slipping a bathine. The Vrdhita Gautama Smruti says that a physician and a wine-seller should not be included in the list of people who are fed after the death of a person in the rituals that follow. The same says that one should not feed a ganyak (singer), a pudhaka (pander), clavaka (boatman), vadaka (player of musical instruments), kathaska and bodhuka in sahrddha. In the Sankha Smriti the law-giver says that if a brahmana accepts food given by an actor, a physician, a deer-hunter, a thief, a leather-worker, a bamboo-worker, goldsmith and a thug, then he should perform vrata for one month to regain his purity. Lohita says that food grains given by the following should not be used in sahrddha of a diva: suta, rashakara, taksa, malakara, tantuyava, saucika, nata, thief, a rebel and one who has obtained wealth by selling her daughter. The Markandeya Smruti says that one should not act as a priest for a swarwakara, rashakara, suta and lokahaka. The Smritarthaasara prescribes purificatory rights for people who accept food given by singer, carpenter, physician, acrobat, weaver, crown-maker, potter, tree and horse-seller, seller of dairy products, salt and sugar (trader), a bamboo-worker, a prostitute, goldsmith, actor, dyer, dancer, blacksmith, tailor and painter.

In the Jain text Nisitha Curni, the following three categories of untouchables have been mentioned:

i. Jatijuruta or people condemned by their caste.

ii. Kammajumgita or those condemned because of work they followed and

iii. Sippajumgita or those following condemned arts and crafts.

We consider the last two of the three categories we find that the peacock tamers, barbers, acrobats, pole-dancers, hunters, bowlers, butchers and fisherman have been mentioned as following condemned work, while the leather-workers, washerman, dealers in silk clothes, calico-printers and others have been mentioned as people following low or condemned crafts.

While it is true that some of these occupations were regarded as lowly and filthy, the whole scale degradation of the people who followed these occupations to the rank of untouchable castes can be gleaned through the ever expanding list of untouchable castes. An attempt by the Smruti writers to explain the origin of each of these castes by applying the theory of miscegenation is a clear example of the brahmana’s ingenuity which was reflected in the hardening attitudes towards ritual purity and pollution. The spirit of exclusiveness and exaggerated notions of ceremonial purity were carried to such an extreme by the Smruti writers and commentators from the early medieval period that the sudras also came to be regarded as untouchables and source of pollution.

UNTACTHABILITY OF THE SUDRAS: A NEW DEVELOPMENT DURING THIS PERIOD

Some of the orthodox writers of the Smritis went so far as to hold that on touching even a sudra, a divajit has to bathe. Some thought that only the sudras of inferior types were untouchables, but others extended the observance of the practice of untouchability to sudras in general prescribing different means of purification. The Smrtyarthasara prescribes purificatory rights, if a vessel made of brass or bronze is touched by an asadutra. A verse of BrahmamaPurana quoted in the Smrticandrika says “After touching the saivas, pasupatas, lokayatikas, nastikas, those twice-born who have taken up duties not meant for them and the sudras, one should get into water with all the garments on.” Angira says that even the intelligent and meritorious people are condemned, if they eat food given by the sudras, sit with a sudra, remain in touch with a sudra or try to gain knowledge from a sudra. He says that food grains given by a sudra are like blood and should not be eaten. The Samvarta Smruti says that who one eats food or water given by a sudra becomes impure and he regains his purity only after keeping a fast for twenty-four hours and performing other purificatory rights. The Vrdhita Gautama Smruti includes the sudra in the list of impure men and women. Similarly LohitaSmruti puts sudras in the same category of untouchable castes whose foodgrains can’t be accepted in a sahrddha. Markandeya says that not only grain given by a nartaka (drummer) also that which has been touched by a sudra should not be eaten.

Under these circumstances, the traditional view that a person could take food from a sudra who was his slave, his cowherd, his family friend or his sharecropper was modified by some and even rejected by others. Thus Aparaksa and Haradatta opted that it was applicable only in times of extreme distress caused by natural calamities and Devanabhattacharya regarded it as forbidden in the Kali Age. Aparaksa quotes a law giver to say that food given or touched by all sudras except purchased slaves was prohibited. It is also said that food given by dasa, napita, gopala, kumbakara and krisvala, these five sudras is acceptable. Angira and Yama say that foodgrains given by dasa, napita, gopala, kumbalama and arthastri is edible. In the Laghu Vijnanasmriti the sudras have been classified as sahrddhis and the others who are different from the sahrddhis are bhojya sudras i.e food given by them is edible while the rest are albhaya whose food cannot be accepted by a twice-born.

The degradation of the sudras to the rank of untouchables and the references to various occupational groups under new labels of untouchable castes did not lead to the creation of a homogenous group of untouchables in which every group was treated equally contaminating and impure. As pointed out earlier, the degree of untouchability and pollution associated with each of the untouchable castes was defined and this formed
the basis for differentiation of different categories of untouchables. The ritual and social distance was defined and delineated not only between the brahmanas and the condemned lot but also between each of the low social groups who were said to be causing different degrees of pollution and contamination even amongst the rank of untouchables. The sole untouchable group of castes in India is a point of reference, at the bottom of the scale which is depressed further in the post-Gupta times. Though the sudras were themselves regarded as untouchables, yet the Anga Maitrakas state that even the sudras was required to perform a penance after drinking water from the well or pot of a canda. It is interesting to note that differential penances and purificatory rights prescribed for members of different varna who come in contact with a canda. Thus while the most difficult vrata is prescribed for a brahmana, the ksatriya is supposed to perform a vrata half as difficult as that prescribed for a brahmana, the vaisya one third and the sudra one fourth of the penances prescribed for the brahmana. This scheme is also followed by Atri who prescribes dana and fasting for three nights for a sudra who eats a canda’s food. Apatasta says that if an antaya enters the house of a divija or a sudra, then the sudrasalas also impire and he should perform prayapata vyra to regain his purity. While prescribing penances for the four varnas who touch a canda, Apatasta says that since the sudras are devoid of any mantra, vrata and tapha, therefore they should inform the divijas and give data to them.

The differentiation in the degree of untouchability arising out of various categories of untouchables other than sudras is also witnessed in the writings of law-givers. Parasaras considers the castes of leather-workers, washerman, bamboo-workers and hunters as only half degraded than the canda and the swapaka and Vijanesava quotes Madhayamangiras as making a clear distinction between canda and the swapaka on the one hand and the carkamaka and the rajaka on the other. The Laghu Harita Smriti prescribes a lighter penance for touching the food which has been touched by a nata, rajaka or medaka than by a canda. Similarly, while three krkha prayapaya vratas are prescribed for a brahmana who establishes physical relations with a canda, only two vratas are prescribed for him if he does the same with a sailusa, rajaka, venu or carmpinpavi (all antaya women). The Smrtyarthasara prescribes fasting as a penance for touching a sudras, fasting for three nights and kaya vrata for touching a canda and its half for touching a rajaka etc. (sic). Similarly, different purificatory rights are prescribed for accepting water or food, touching and looking at different categories of untouchables.

However the candalas remains the most despised condemned and depressed and grave anxiety and horror are expressed at having any kind of contact with them. The rules of derivative pollution become more stringent and the touch-taboo is extended to be passed on to three persons who, in a sequence, come into contact with a canda woman, finally touched by a canda etc. (sic). One after another. Thus, if a person who is not an untouchable, gets touched by a canda or any other untouchable and he touches another touchable, who, in turn, touches the third touchable and the third touches a fourth one, then it is prescribed that the first should bathe wearing his clothes and recite Vedica or Gayatri mantra 108 times, the second after bathing in the same manner should recite the mantra 94 times which he also before wearing his clothes and recite the mantra 27 times but the fourth person gets purified only after taking a bath. The intensification of the practice of untouchability may be inferred from the opinion of the law-givers about the polluting nature of the canda.

The CANDALA AND HIS POLLUTING INFLUENCE TOUCHES NEW HEIGHTS

Aparakka and Vijanessvara take a different line form Mamu, Yajnavalkya and Visnu and regard even the shadow of a canda impure and polluting it. In other words, the canda became polluting even within the length of a cow’s tail but such a view was not expressed by Medhatithi or Kullukabhatta. However, Sridhara in Smrtyarthasara does not even specify the distance and says that it is necessary to bathe with the garments on if the shadow of a canda falls on others. According to Parasara, a canda emboldens in his person various kinds of pollution for a divija and also for a sudra. He is said to be infecting the roads, and water drawn from a well or vessel touched by him is not allowed. The Atri sambita says that if a canda woman enters the house and stays there incorrigently, then that house should be burnt.

The attitude of the early medieval Smriti writers and commentators regarding the polluting influence of the canda is attested by Banas1, Alberuni2, Kalhana3 and Hemacandra4.

Bananatha in his Kadambari (A.D. seventh century) talks about the touch taboo associated with the canda described as the low born. There is the famous story of a canda girl coming to the court of the king Sudraka and the king looking at her from a distance as she was unfit to be brought closer to him. The Kadambari also describes the nisala, sabara, pulinda and svapasaka as matanga or canda whose untouchability is clearly established.

Alberuni also talks about the antajyas who were placed below the sudras in the social scale and who rendered various kinds of service. However, he says the antajyas were not reckoned among the castes but only as practitioners of a certain craft or profession who were organised in their respective guilds and who did not live near the villages and towns of the four varnas (brahmana, ksatriya, vaisya and sudra). The occupational groups which were regarded as antajyas included the fuller, shoemaker, juggler, basket and shield maker, sailor, fisherman, hunter of wild animals and of birds, and the weaver. These groups fully intermarried with one another except the fullers, shoemaker and the weaver, for ‘no others would condescend to have anything to do with them’. Alberuni also talks about the people called haddi (singers of ballads), doma (domba), canda and badhata (hunters and fowlers), who were not reckoned among any caste or guild and were considered as illegitimate progenies of sudra males and brahmana females. These relatives of the out-castes were treated as one social group who were distinguished only by their occupations. The Desi-rama-mala of Hemacandra indicates that the candalas used a stick called phujhari and the dombas, another called kikkhiri, by striking which they made themselves known and the people thus avoided coming in contact with them. The segregation of the candalas is evident in the use of the terms antaya, bahya, antyayoni and antyasayini by numerous law-givers. Usanas says that a canda should tie a thong around his neck and should not enter the village in the afternoon. The segregation of the candalas is evident from the rules laid by Usanas about his place of residence. He says that he should stay away from the village and should reside in the eastern direction, outside the village. If he doesn’t stay there permanently and if he is not stable then he should be killed. The segregation of the candalas and some other untouchables too, is also talked about in the Laghu Harita Smriti as well, where the law-giver says that if one comes to know of the place of residence where the antayas and the pattas live in hiding, one has to keep three krkha vratas to get purified.

What is most striking is the prescription regarding a menstruating woman coming in contact with the canda. While the polluting influence of a menstruating woman is mentioned side by side with the canda and other untouchable castes and is a running theme in the writings of early medieval writers, it is surmised that a rajasvala (menstruating woman) should avoid the canda, and if she touches a canda she becomes impure, as in more impure than before and has to keep fasting for three nights to regain her purity. To highlight the impurity and pollution stemming from a menstruating woman, Apatasta says that she is a candalina on the first day of her periods, a brahmaghatini on the second day, a rajakina the third and she regains her purity only on the fourth day. However, she is considered superior and purer than the canda even on the first
day when the candala status is temporarily assigned to her. Purificatory rights are prescribed for a rajavala not only for touching a candala but also for touching an antyaja and swapaka. Thus it is interesting to note that while many law givers regard the temporary untouchability of a menstruating woman arising out of her physical impurity, as polluting and as contaminating as the permanent and hereditary untouchability of a candala or an antyaja and prescribe almost similar purificatory rights for those coming in contact with either of the two, the candala or antyaja are considered to be more despoiled and impure than the menstruating woman).

UNTOWCHABILITY ARISING OUT OF PHYSICAL IMPURITIES

The impurity of certain people during a particular period and their polluting influence has been often cited by scholars who try to explain or justify the notions of untouchability on the basis of religious and ceremonial purity and impurity.

Kane says

"A man’s nearest and dearest women relatives such as his own mother and wife or daughter are untouchable to him during their monthly periods. To him the most affectionate friend is untouchable for several days when the latter is in mourning due to death in the latter’s family".

While it is true that the law givers prohibit contact with these people who are regarded as source of pollution, it must not be forgotten that their polluting influence is temporary, time bound and limited. After the period of asua, the touchable status is restored on the family which had gone through asua. It is also true that a woman after giving birth to a child was treated as impure and contact with her was prohibited but her impurity leading to her seclusion cannot and should not be treated at par with the segregation of those women who were permanently condemned for their polluting influence emanating from their lineage and occupation. Temporary inaccessibility cannot be equated with permanent untouchability and the seclusion of the pure and touchable for a definite period is certainly different from the exclusion of socially deprived and despised lot whose untouchability is hereditary in nature and whose position in the society is irretrievable.

In a Jain text of circa 7th-8th century A.D., it has been clearly stated that there were two forms of worldly segregation:

i. for a definite period and

ii. for the whole life.

As an example of the temporary segregation, the author refers to the typical Indian custom of segregating those families for a period of ten days where a death or birth had taken place. Whereas various despised classes like that of the nanda, varuña, chimpaga, cammara and dumba have been cited as examples of the permanent segregation by those who considered themselves ritually and socially superior.

Untouchability Arising Out of Adherence to Heretical Religious Sects

Religious hatred also led to the degradation of followers of some religious sects and cults to the rank of untouchables. Mitakṣara and Aparakṣa quote Brahmanda Purāṇa to say that “after touching the saivas, passapatakakayasikas, nasta, those twice born who have taken up duties not meant for them, and the sudras, one should get into water with all the garments on”. The Sṛṃctacandra also expresses similar views about the untouchability of the followers of these religious sects. Aparakṣa also quotes a verse of Vṛddha-Yajnavalkya that on touching castas, pukkasasmeelchas, bhillas and parnikas and persons guilty of mahapatakas one should bathe with the clothes on. The Vṛddha Harita Smṛti says that a brahmana who worships Siva becomes like a sudra and if he worships Yaksas and Bhutas, he at once becomes a candala. It also says that Durga, Gana and Bharrava, these are to be worshipped by the pratimsas and the anuloma and Yaksas, Raksasa and Bhuta are worshipped by the candala who eats meat and drinks alcohol. Siva is worshipped by the sudras according to Vṛddha Harita Smṛti. Thus we see that association with saivas, tantric and saktas cults is abhorred and said to be defiling and contaminating. The hatred for the followers of these cults is also evident in the passage from Brahmanda Purāṇa which is elaborated by Aparakṣa. He says that when the daityas (monsters) were defeated by the devatas (Gods) some of the defeated became kapatradharis (those who hold a skull in their hands), some of them started roaming naked, some shaved their heads, some covered their heads with red and coloured clothes and some others covered their bodies with human bones and hair. Obviously, here, the reference is being made to the followers of tantric or non-conforming religious cults who are equated with the monsters and who are abhorred by the brahmana law-givers. Atri prohibits physical contact with a kapalavatāra and keeps him in the same category as that of candala, mleccha and swapaka. The Brahmarāṇḍadvīrāṇava states that a man who bows down to linga or an image of Visnu touched by a sudra is doomed forever. The Smṛtyarthaśra also prescribes purificatory rights for a person who touches a saiva, sākta, paspastap and a lokayata. It says that the kapatikas are also like rajakas, carmakkaras, bhillas, vyadhias, sailisas, natas, buraḍas, kavartas, madas and mlecchas. The Smṛtyarthaśra also prohibits acceptance of food touched by an awadhita and brackets him with the candala and the pukkasa.

The contempt for the followers of new religious sects was not without reason. The orthodox brahmanical religion with its narrow caste outlook was challenged by rival schools of religious thought in the early medieval period. Nevertheless, in practice, it does not seem to have gathered any momentum. However, faced with the challenges posed by the new religious sects and cults, the brahmanical law-givers were quick to make exceptions to the rules of untouchability to ensure continued patronage of a large number of devotees of the dominant brahmanical religion. Generally, no blame was deemed to have been incurred by mixing with the untouchables in festivals, in battles, in religious processions, in calamities or invasions of the country or village, in the presence of the Smṛtyarthaśra even permitted the untouchables to enter temples which is very striking. Surprisingly, while on the one hand, some law givers are seen making an attempt to widen the social base of the brahmanical religion by introducing an element of flexibility through provisions like exceptions to the rules of untouchability, some Puranas, on the other, talk of the exclusion of the sudras from places of worship. The Brahmaraṇḍadvīrāṇava states that a man who bows down before a linga or an image of Visnu touched by a sudra will suffer forever. Thus references to complete segregation remain abroad and the picture does not seem to have changed significantly during A.D. 600-1200 in North India.
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